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Abstract

Cost analysis of Java bytecode is complicated
by its unstructured control flow, the use of
an operand stack and its object-oriented pro-
gramming features (like dynamic dispatching).
This paper addresses these problems and de-
velops a generic framework for the automatic
cost analysis of sequential Java bytecode. Our
method generates cost relations which define
at compile-time the cost of programs as a func-
tion of their input data size. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first approach to the au-
tomatic cost analysis of Java bytecode.

1 Introduction

Cost analysis has been intensively studied in
the context of declarative (see, e.g., [21, 20, 22,
16, 8] for functional programming and [14, 15]
for logic programming) and high-level impera-
tive programming languages (mainly focused
on the estimation of worst case execution
times and the design of cost models [27]). Tra-
ditionally, cost analysis has been formulated
at the source level. However, there are situa-
tions where we do not have access to the source
code, but only to compiled code. An example
of this is mobile code, where the code consumer
receives code to be executed. In this context,
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Java bytecode [17] is widely used, mainly due
to its security features and the fact that it is
platform-independent. Automatic cost analy-
sis has interesting applications in this context.
For instance, the receiver of the code may want
to infer cost information in order to decide
whether to reject code which has too large cost
requirements in terms of computing resources,
and to accept code which meets the estab-
lished requirements [12, 5, 6]. In fact, this is
the main motivation for the Mobile Resource
Guarantees (MRG) research project [6], which
establishes a Proof-Carrying Code [19] frame-
work for guaranteeing resource consumption.
Furthermore, the Mobility, Ubiquity and Secu-
rity (MOBIUS) research project [7], also con-
siders resource consumption as one of the cen-
tral properties of interest for proof-carrying
code. Also, in parallel systems, knowledge
about the cost of different procedures can be
used in order to guide the partitioning, alloca-
tion and scheduling of parallel processes.

The aim of this work is to develop an auto-
matic approach to the cost analysis of Java
bytecode which statically generates cost re-
lations. These relations define the cost of a
program as a function of its input data size.
This approach was proposed by Debray and
Lin [14] for logic programs, and by Rabhi and
Manson [20] for functional programs. In these
approaches, cost functions are expressed by
means of recurrence equations generated by
abstracting the recursive structure of the pro-
gram and by inferring size relations between
arguments. A low-level object-oriented lan-
guage such as Java bytecode introduces novel
challenges, mainly due to: 1) its unstructured



control flow, e.g., the use of goto statements
rather than recursive structures; 2) its object-
oriented features, like virtual method invoca-
tion, which may influence the cost; and 3) its
stack-based model, in which stack cells store
intermediate values. This paper addresses
these difficulties and develops a generic frame-
work for the automatic cost analysis of Java
bytecode programs. The process takes as in-
put the bytecode corresponding to a method
and yields a cost relation after performing
these steps:

1. The input bytecode is first transformed into
a control flow graph (CFG). This allows mak-
ing the unstructured control flow of the byte-
code explicit (challenge 1 above).

2. The CFG is then represented as a set of
rules by using an intermediate recursive rep-
resentation in which we flatten the local stack
by converting its contents into a series of ad-
ditional local variables (challenge 3).

3. In the third step, we infer size relations
among the input variables for all calls in the
rules by means of static analysis. These size
relations are constraints on the possible values
of variables (for integers) and constraints on
the length of the longest reachable path (for
references).

4. The fourth phase provides, for each rule
of the recursive representation, a safe approx-
imation of the set of input arguments which
are “relevant” to the cost. This is performed
using a simple static analysis.

5. From the recursive representation, its rel-
evant arguments, and the size relations, the
fifth step automatically yields as output the
cost relation which expresses the cost of the
method as a function of its input arguments.

In order to assess the practicality of our cost
analysis framework, we have implemented a
prototype analyzer in Ciao [9]. Some exper-
imental results showing the run-times of the
different phases of the cost analysis process
can be found in [3]. We point out that com-
puted cost relations, in many cases, can be
simplified to the point of deriving statically an
upper and lower bound. Such simplifications
have been well-studied in the field of algorith-
mic complexity (see e.g. [26]).

2 The Java Bytecode Language

Java bytecode [17] is a low-level object-
oriented programming language with unstruc-
tured control and an operand stack to hold in-
termediate computational results. Moreover,
objects are stored in dynamic memory (the
heap). A Java bytecode program consists of
a set of class files, one for each class or inter-
face. A class file contains information about
its name c, the class it extends, the inter-
faces it implements, and the fields and meth-
ods it defines. In particular, for each method,
the class file contains: a method signature m
which consists of its name and its type; its
bytecode bcm=〈pc0:b0, . . ., pcnm

:bnm〉, where
each bi is a bytecode instruction and pci is its
address; and the method’s exceptions table.

In this work we consider a subset of the JVM
[17] language which is able to handle opera-
tions on integers, object creation and manip-
ulation (by accessing fields and calling meth-
ods) and exceptions (either generated by ab-
normal execution or explicitly thrown by the
program). We omit interfaces, static fields and
methods and primitive types different from in-
tegers. Methods are assumed to return an in-
teger value.

3 From Bytecode to Control Flow
Graphs

This section describes the generation of a con-
trol flow graph (CFG) from the bytecode of
a method. This will allow transforming the
unstructured control flow of bytecode into re-
cursion. The technique we use follows well-
established ideas on compilers [1], already ap-
plied in Java bytecode analysis [23].

Given a method m, we denote by Gm its
CFG, which is a directed graph whose nodes
are referred to as blocks. Each block Blockid

is a tuple of the form 〈id , G,B,D〉 where:
id is the block’s unique identifier; G is the
guard of the block which indicates under which
conditions the block is executed; B is a se-
quence of contiguous bytecode instructions
which are guaranteed to be executed uncon-
ditionally (i.e., if G succeeds then all instruc-



tions in B are executed before control moves
to another block); and D is the adjacency
list for Blockid , i.e., D contains the identifiers
of all blocks which are possible successors of
Blockid , i.e., id ′ ∈ D iff there is an arc from
Blockid to Blockid′ . Guards originate from
bytecodes where the execution might take dif-
ferent paths depending on the runtime values.
This is the case of bytecodes for conditional
jumps, method invocation, and exceptions ma-
nipulation. In the CFG this will be expressed
by branching from the corresponding block.
The successive blocks will have mutually ex-
clusive guards since only one of them will be
executed. Guards take the form guard(cond),
where cond is a Boolean condition on the local
variables and stack elements of the method.
It is important to point out that guards in
the successive blocks will not be taken into ac-
count when computing the cost of a program.
A large part of the bytecode instruction set has
only one successor. However, there are three
types of branching statements:
Conditional jumps: of the form
“pci :if� pcj”.1 When this instruction is
executed, depending on the truth value of the
condition, the execution can jump to pcj or
continue, as usual, with pci+1. The graph
describes this behavior by means of two arcs
from the block containing the instruction
of pci to those starting respectively with
instructions of pcj and pci+1. Each one of
these new blocks begins by a guard expressing
the condition under which such block is to be
executed.
Dynamic dispatch: of the form
“pci :invokevirtual c.m”. The type of the
object o whose method is being invoked is not
known statically (it could be c or any subclass
of c); therefore, we cannot determine statically
which method is going to be invoked. Hence,
we need to make all possible choices explicit in
the graph. We deal with dynamic dispatching
by using the function resolve virtual(c,m),
which returns the set ResolvedMethods of
pairs 〈d, {c1, . . . , ck}〉, where d is a class
that defines a method with signature m and
each ci is either c or a subclass of c which

1� is a comparison operator (ne,le, icmpgt, etc.)

inherits that specific method from d. For
each 〈d, {c1, . . . , ck}〉 ∈ ResolvedMethods,
a new block Block

pci
d is generated with

a unique instruction invoke(d:m) which
stands for the non-virtual invocation of the
method m that is defined in the class d In
addition, the block has a guard of the form
instanceof(o, {c1, . . . , ck}) (o is a stack ele-
ment) to indicate that the block is applicable
only when o is an instance of one of the classes
c1, . . . , ck. An arc from the block containing
pci to Block

pci
d is added, together with an arc

from Block
pci
d to the block containing the next

instruction at pci+1 (which describes the rest
of the execution after invoking m). Yet, in
order to take into account the cost of dynamic
dispatching, we replace the invokevirtual

by a corresponding call to resolve virtual.
Fields are treated in a similar way.
Exceptions: As regards the structure of the
CFG, exceptions are not dealt with in a spe-
cial way. Instead, the possibility of an excep-
tion being raised while executing a bytecode
statement b is simply treated as an additional
branching after b. Let Blockb be the block end-
ing with b; arcs exiting from Blockb are those
originated by its normal behavior control flow,
together with those reaching the sub-graphs
which correspond to exception handlers.

Describing dynamic dispatching and excep-
tions as additional blocks simplifies program
analysis. After building the CFG, we do not
need to distinguish how and why blocks were
generated. Instead, all blocks can be dealt
with uniformly.

Example 3.1 (running example) The ex-
ecution of the method add(n, o) shown in Fig. 1
computes: Σn

i=0i if o is an instance of A;
Σ
bn/2c
i=0 2i if o is an instance of B; and Σ

bn/3c
i=0 3i

if o is an instance of C. The CFG of the
method add is depicted in Fig. 2. The fact
that the successor of 6: if icmpgt 16 can be
either the instruction at address 7 or 16 is
expressed by means of two arcs from Block1,
one to Block2 and another one to Block3, and
by adding the guards icmpgt and icmple to
Block2 and Block3, respectively. The invoca-
tion 13: invokevirtual A.incr : (I)I is split
into 3 possible runtime scenarios described in



class A{
int incr(int i){

return i+1;}};
class B extends A{

int incr(int i){
return i+2; }};

class C extends B{
int incr(int i){

return i+3; }};
class Main {
int add(int n,A o){

int res=0;
int i=0;
while (i<=n){

res=res+i;
i=o.incr(i);}

return res;}};

bcAincr =

0: iload 1
1: iconst 1
2: iadd
3: ireturn

bcBincr =

0: iload 1
1: iconst 2
2: iadd
3: ireturn

bcCincr =

0: iload 1
1: iconst 3
2: iadd
3: ireturn

bcadd =

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

0: iconst 0
1: istore 3
2: iconst 0
3: istore 4
4: iload 4
5: iload 1
6: if_icmpgt 16
7: iload 3
8: iload 4
9: iadd

10: istore 3
11: aload 2
12: iload 4
13: invokevirtual

A.incr:(I)I
14: istore 4
15: goto 4
16: iload 3
17: ireturn

Figure 1: The running example in source code, and bytecode

blocks Block4, Block5 and Block6. Depending
on the type of the object o (the second stack
element from top, denoted s(top(1)) in the
guards), only one of these blocks will be exe-
cuted and hence one of the definitions for incr

will be invoked. Note that the invokevirtual

bytecode is replaced by resolve virtual. The
exception behavior when o is a NULL object is
described in blocks Block7 and Blockexc.

4 Recursive Representation with
Flattened Stack

In this section, we present a method for ob-
taining a representation of the code of a
method where iteration is transformed into re-
cursion and the operand stack is flattened in
the sense that its contents are represented as a
series of local variables. The latter is possible
because in valid bytecode the maximum stack
height t can always be statically decided. For
the sake of simplicity, exceptions possibly oc-
curring in a method will be ignored. Handling
them introduces more branching in the CFG
and also requires additional arguments in the
recursive representation. This could influence
the performance of the cost analysis.

Let m be a method defined in class c, with
local variables lk = l0, . . . , lk; of them, l0 con-
tains a reference to the this object, l1, . . . , ln
are the n input arguments to the method, and
ln+1, . . . , lk correspond to the k−n local vari-
ables declared in m. In addition to these argu-

ments, we add the variables st = s0, . . . , st−1,
which correspond to the stack elements, with
s0 and st−1 being the bottom-most and top-
most positions respectively. Moreover, let hid

be the height of the stack at the entry of
Blockid, and st|hid be the restriction of st to
the corresponding stack variables. The recur-
sive representation of m is defined as a set of
rules head ← body obtained from its control
flow graph Gm as follows:

(1) the method entry rule is c:m(ln, ret) ←
c:m0(lk, ret), where ret is a variable for stor-
ing the return value,

(2) for each Blockid=〈id,G,Bp, {id1, . . . ,
idj}〉 ∈ Gm, there is a rule c:mid(lk, st|hid ,
ret)←G′, B

′
p(callid1 ; . . . ; callidj), where

{G′}∪B′p is obtained from {G}∪Bp, and
callid1 ; . . . ; callidj are calls to blocks (“;”
means disjunction), as explained below.

Each bi∈{G}∪Bp is translated into b′i by
explicitly adding the variables (local vari-
ables or stack variables) used by bi as ar-
guments. For example, iadd is translated to
iadd(sj−1, sj , s

′
j−1), where j is the index of the

top of the stack just before executing iadd.
Here, we refer to the j−1th stack variable
twice by different names: sj−1 refers to the in-
put value and s′j−1 refers to the output value.
The use of new names for output variables, in
the spirit of Static Single Assignment (SSA)
(see [13] and its references), is crucial in or-
der to obtain simple, yet efficient, denotational
program analyses. In Fig. 3 we give the trans-



Figure 2: The control flow graph for the running example

lation function for selected bytecodes; among
them, the one for iadd works as follows. Func-
tion translate takes as input the name of the
current method m, the program counter pc of
the bytecode, the bytecode (in this case iadd),
the current local variable names lk, and the
current stack variable names st. In line 1, we
retrieve the index of the top stack element be-
fore executing the current bytecode. In line
2, we generate new stack variable names s′t
by renaming the output variable of iadd in st.
As notation, given a sequence an of elements,
an[i 7→ b] denotes the replacement in an of the
element ai by b. In line 3, we return (ret〈 〉)
the translated bytecode together with the new
stack variable names. Assume that G=pc0:b0
and Bp=〈pc1:b1, . . . , pcp:bp〉. The translation of
all bytecodes is done iteratively as follows:

for i = 0 to p

{〈b′i, l
i+1
k , si+1

t 〉 =translate(m, pci, bi, l
i
k, s

i
t)}

We start from an initial set of local and stack
variables, l

0
k=lk and s0t=st; in each step,

translate takes as input the local and stack
variable names which were generated by trans-
lating the previous bytecode. At the end of
this loop, we can define each callidi , 1 ≤ i ≤
j, as c:midi(l

p+1
k , sp+1

t |hidi , ret), meaning that
we call the next block with the last local and
(restricted) stack variable names.

Several optimizations are applied to the
above translation. An important one is to re-
place (redundant) stack variables correspond-
ing to intermediate states by local variables
whenever possible. This can be done by track-
ing dependencies between variables, which
stem from instructions like iload and istore.
The fact that the program is in SSA form
makes this transformation relatively straight-
forward. However, note that, in order to elim-
inate stack variables from the head of a block,
we need to consider all calling patterns to the



translate(m, pc, iadd, lk, st) :=
let j = top stack index(pc, m) in

s′t = st[j−1 7→ s′j−1]

ret〈iadd(sj−1, sj, s
′
j−1), lk, s

′
t〉

translate(m, pc, iload(v), lk, st) :=
let j = top stack index(pc, m) in

s′t = st[j+1 7→ s′j+1]

ret 〈iload(lv, s′j+1), lk, s
′
t〉

translate(m, pc, guard(icmpgt), lk, st) :=
let j = top stack index(pc, m) in

ret 〈guard(icmpgt(sj−1, sj)), lk, st〉
translate(m, pc, ireturn(v), lk, st) :=
ret〈ireturn(s0, ret), lk, st〉

translate(m, pc, invoke(b:m′), lk, st) :=
let j = top stack index(pc, m),

n = number of arguments(b, m′) in

s′t = st[j−n 7→ s′j−n]

ret 〈b : m′(sj−n, . . . , sj, s
′
j−n), lk, s

′
t〉

Figure 3: Translation of selected bytecode instruc-

tions

block.

Example 4.1 Consider the CFG in Fig. 2.
The translation (after eliminating redundant
variables as commented above) of Block3 and
Block4 works as shown below. For clarity,
in the block identifiers we have not included
the class name for the add method. Also, we
ignore the exception branch from Block3 to
Block7.
add3(l4, ret)←

guard(icmple(l4, l1)),

iload(l3, s′0), iload(l4, s′1), iadd(l3, l4, l′3),

istore(s′′0 , l
′
3), aload(l2, s′′′0 ), iload(l4, s′′1 ),

resolve virtual(A, incr),
( add4(l0, l1, l2, l′3, l4, ret) ;

add5(l0, l1, l2, l′3, l4, ret) ;

add6(l0, l1, l2, l′3, l4, ret) )

add4(l4, ret)←
guard(instanceof(l2, {B})),
B:incr(l2, l4, s′0),
add8(l4, s′0, ret).

In the add3 rule, dynamic dispatch is repre-
sented as a disjunction of calls to add4, add5

or add6. Thus, in the rule for add4, we
find a call to (the translation of) incr from
class B which corresponds to the translation
of invoke(B:incr); arguments passed to incr

are the two top-most stack elements; the re-
turn value (the last argument) goes also to the
stack. Note the change in the superscript when
a variable is updated.

The underlined instructions have been used
to discover equivalences among stack elements
and local variables. For example, all the argu-
ments of iadd have been replaced by local vari-
ables. However, eliminating stack variables is
not always possible. This is the case of s′0 in
the rule add4, as it corresponds to the return
value of B:incr. After these optimizations, the
underlined instructions become redundant and
could be removed. However, we do not remove
them in order to take their cost into account
in the next sections.

5 Size Relations for Cost Analysis

Obtaining size-relations between the states at
different program points is indispensable for
setting up cost relations. In particular, they
are essential for defining the cost of one block
in terms of the cost of its successors. In
general, various measures can be used to de-
termine the size of an input. For instance,
in symbolic languages (see, e.g., [14]), term-
depth, list-length, etc. are used as term sizes.
In Java bytecode, we consider two cases: for
integer variables, size-relations are constraints
on the possible values of variables; for ref-
erence variables, they are constraints on the
length of the longest reachable paths.

Inferring size-relations is not straightfor-
ward: such relations might be the result of
executing several statements, calling methods
or loops. For instance, in our running ex-
ample, the size relation for variable i is the
result of executing the method incr and is
propagated through the loop in the procedure
add. Fixpoint computation is often required.
Fortunately, there are several abstract inter-
pretation based approaches for inferring size-
relations between integer variables [11], as well
as between reference variables (in terms of
longest path length) [24].

5.1 The notion of Size Relation

In order to set up cost relations, we need, for
each rule in the recursive representation, the
calls-to size-relations between the variables in
the head of the rule and the variables used



in the calls (to rules) which occur in the body.
Note that, given a rule p(x̄)←G, Bk, (q1; . . . ; qn),
each bi∈Bk is either a bytecode or a call to
another rule (which stems from the transla-
tion of a method invocation). We denote by
calls(Bk) the set of all bi corresponding to a
method call, and by bytecode(Bk) the set of
all bi corresponding to other bytecodes.

Definition 5.1 (calls-to size-relations)
Let Rm be the recursive representation of a
method m, where each rule takes the form
p(x̄)← G, Bk, (q1(ȳ); · · · ; qn(ȳ)). The calls-to
size-relations of Rm are triples of the form
〈p(x̄), p′(z̄), ϕ〉 where p′(z̄) ∈ calls(Bk) ∪ {p
cont(ȳ)} describing, for all rules, the size-
relation between x̄ and z̄ when p′(z̄) is called,
where p cont(ȳ) refers to the program point
immediately after Bk. The size-relation ϕ
is given as a conjunction of linear con-
straints a0+a1v1+ · · ·+anvn op 0, where op∈
{=,≤, <}, each ai is a constant and vk∈x̄ ∪ z̄.

Note that in the definition above there is no
need to have separate relations for each qi(ȳ)
as, in the absence of exceptions, size relations
are exactly the same for all of them, since they
correspond to the same program point.

5.2 Inferring Size Relations

A simple, yet quite precise and efficient, size-
relation analysis for the recursive representa-
tion of methods can be done in two steps: 1)
compiling the bytecodes into the linear con-
straints they impose on variables; and 2) com-
puting a bottom-up fixpoint on the compiled
rules using standard bottom-up fixpoint algo-
rithms. Compilation into linear constraints is
done by an abstraction function αsize which
basically replaces guards and bytecodes by the
constraints they impose on the corresponding
variables. In general, each bytecode perform-
ing (linear) arithmetic operations is replaced
by a corresponding linear constraint, and each
bytecode which manipulates objects is com-
piled to linear constraints on the length of the
longest reachable path from the correspond-
ing variable [24]. Next, we show examples of
abstracting guards and bytecodes into linear
constraints:

αsize(iload(l1, s0)):=(l1=s0)

αsize(iadd(s1, s0, s′0)):=(s′0=s0 + s1)

αsize(guard(icmpgt(s1, s0))):=(s1>s0)
αsize(getfield(s1, f, s′1)):=(s′1<s1)

It is important to note that αsize uses the same
name for the original variables in order to refer
to their sizes.

Example 5.2 Compiling all the rules corre-
sponding to the program in Fig. 1 and com-
puting a bottom-up fixpoint over an appropri-
ate abstract domain [11] would result in the
following calls-to size-relations for rules from
Ex. 4.1:
〈add3(l0, l1, l2, l3, l4, ret),

add3 cont(l0, l1, l2, l′3, l4, ret),
{l4≤l1, l′3=l3+l4}〉

〈add4(l0, l1, l2, l3, l4, ret),B:incr(l2, l4, ret), {}〉
〈add4(l0, l1, l2, l3, l4, ret),

add4 cont(l0, l1, l2, l3, l4, s′0, ret),

{s′0=l4+2}〉

6 Cost Relations for Java Bytecode

We now present our approach to the automatic
generation of cost relations which define the
computational cost of the execution of a byte-
code method. They are generated from the re-
cursive representation of the method (Sec. 4)
and by using the information inferred by the
size analysis (Sec. 5). An important issue in
order to obtain optimal cost relations is to find
out the arguments which can be safely ignored
in cost relations.

6.1 Restricting Cost Relations to (Subsets

of) Input Arguments

Let us consider Blockid in a CFG, rep-
resented by the rule c:mid(lk, ret)←G, Bh,
(callid1 ; . . . ; callidj) in which local and
stack variables are no longer distinguishable.
The cost function for Blockid takes the form
Cid:(Z)n→N∞, with n≤k argument positions,
and where Z is the set of integers and N∞ is
the set of natural numbers augmented with a
special symbol ∞, denoting unbounded.

Our aim here is to minimize the number n of
arguments which need to be taken into account
in cost functions. As usual in cost analysis, we



consider that the output argument ret cannot
influence the cost of any block, so that it can
be ignored in cost functions. Furthermore, it
is sometimes possible to disregard some input
arguments. For instance, in our running ex-
ample, l3 is an accumulating parameter whose
value does not affect the control flow nor the
cost of the program: it merely keeps the value
of the temporary result.

Given a rule, the arguments which can have
an impact on the cost of the program are those
which may affect directly or indirectly the pro-
gram guards (i.e., they can affect the control
flow of the program), or are used as input ar-
guments to external methods whose cost, in
turn, may depend on the input size. Com-
puting a safe approximation of the set of vari-
ables affecting a series of statements is a well
studied problem in static analysis. To do this,
we need to follow data dependencies against
the control flow, and this involves computing
a fixpoint. Our problem is slightly simpler
than program slicing [25], since we do not need
to delete redundant program statements; in-
stead, we only need to detect relevant argu-
ments. Given a rule p(x)←body (p for short),
l̂p⊆x is the sub-sequence of relevant variables
for p. The sequence l̂P , obtained by union of
sequences {l̂p}p∈P for a set P of rules, keeps
the ordering on variables.

Example 6.1 Given pi, corresponding to
Blocki in the graph of the running example, we
are interested in computing which variables in
this rule are relevant to program guards or ex-
ternal methods. For example, 1) when the ex-
ecution flow reaches p2, we execute the uncon-
ditional bytecode instructions in p2 and move
to the final block. As a result, there are
no relevant variables for p2, since none can
have any impact on its cost, and p2 does not
reach any guards nor methods. 2) On the other
hand, p3 can reach the guards in p4, p5 and p6,
which take the form instanceof( ) and involve
l2. Also, the guard in p3 itself, involving l1
and l4, can be recursively reached via the loop.
Moreover, the call to the external method incr

involves l2 and l4. After computing a fixpoint,
we conclude that l̂p3={l1, l2, l4}. 3) We have
l̂p8={l1, l2, s0}; here, s0 is also relevant since

it affects l4 (which in turn is involved in the
guard of p3, reachable from p8).

6.2 The Cost Relation

We define the cost function Cid:(Z)n→N∞ for
a Blockid by means of a cost relation which
consists of a set of cost equations. The idea is
that, given the rule p(x̄)←G, B, (q1; . . . ; qn) for
Blockid, we generate:
• one cost equation which defines the cost of
p as the cost of the statements in B, plus the
cost of its continuation, denoted p cont;
• another cost equation which defines the cost
of p cont as either the cost of q1 (if its guard
is satisfied), . . . , or the cost of qn (if its guard
is satisfied).

We specify the cost of the continuation
in a separate equation since the conditions
for determining the alternative path qi that
the execution will take (with i=1, . . . , n)
are only known at the end of the execu-
tion of B; thus, they cannot be evaluated
before B is executed. In the definition be-
low, we use the function αguard to replace
those guards which indicate the type of
an object by the appropriate test (e.g.,
αguard(guard(instanceof(s0, {B}))):=s0∈B).
For size relations, it is equivalent to αsize.

Definition 6.2 (cost relation) Let Rm be
the recursive representation of a method
m where each block takes the form
p(x̄)← Gp, B, (q1(ȳ); · · · ; qn(ȳ)) and l̂p be
its sequence of relevant variables. Let ϕ be the
calls-to size relation for Rm where each size
relation is of the form 〈p(x̄), p′(z̄), ϕ

p(x)

p′(z)〉 for

all p′(z̄) ∈ calls(B) ∪{q(ȳ)} such that q(ȳ)
refers to the program point immediately after
B. Then, we generate the cost equations for
each block of the above form in Rm as follows:
Cp(l̂p) =

X
b∈bytecode(B)

Tb +X
r(z̄)∈calls(B)

Cr(l̂r) + Cp cont(∪n
i=1l̂qi )

if
^

r(z̄)∈calls(B)

(ϕ
p(x)
r(z̄)

) ∧ ϕp(x)
q(ȳ)

Cp cont(∪n
i=1l̂qi ) =

8<:
Cq1 (l̂q1 ) if αguard(Gq1 )

. . .
Cqn (l̂qn ) if αguard(Gqn )



where Tb is the cost unit associated to the byte-
code b. The cost relation associated to Rm and
ϕ is defined as the set of cost equations of its
blocks.

Let us notice four points about the above def-
inition. 1) The size relationships between the
input variables provided by the size analysis
are attached to the cost equation for p. 2)
Guards do not affect the cost: they are simply
used to define the applicability conditions of
the equations. 3) Arguments of the cost equa-
tions are only the relevant arguments to the
block. In the equation for the continuation,
we need to include the union of all relevant
arguments to each of the subsequent blocks
qi.

The cost Tb of an instruction b depends on
the chosen cost model. If our interest is merely
on finding out the complexity or on approx-
imating the number of bytecode statements
which will be executed, then Tb can be the
same for all instructions. On the other hand,
we may use more refined cost models in or-
der to estimate the execution time of meth-
ods. Such models may assign different costs
to different instructions. One approach might
be based on the use of a profiling tool which
estimates the value of each Tb on a particu-
lar platform. (see, e.g., an application [18] for
Prolog). It should be noted that, since we are
not dealing with the problem of choosing a
realistic cost model, a direct comparison be-
tween the result of our analysis and the actual
measured run time (e.g., in milliseconds) can-
not be done; instead, in this paper we focus
only on the number of instructions to be exe-
cuted.

Example 6.3 Consider the recursive repre-
sentation in Ex. 4.1 (without irrelevant vari-
ables, as explained in Ex. 6.1). Consider the
size relations derived in Ex. 5.2; by applying
Def. 6.2, we obtain the following cost relations:

Cadd(l1, l2) = Cadd0 (l1, l2)

Cadd0 (l1, l2) = T0 + Cadd1 (l1, l2, l′4) l′4 = 0

Cadd1 (l1, l2, l4) = T1 + Cadd1 cont(l1, l2, l4)

Cadd1 cont(l1, l2, l4) =
Cadd2 () l4 > l1
Cadd3 (l1, l2, l4) l4 ≤ l1

Cadd2 () = T2
Cadd3 (l1, l2, l4) = T3 + Cadd3 cont(l1, l2, l4)

Cadd3 cont(l1, l2, l4) =8<:
Cadd4 (l1, l2, l4) l2 ∈ B

Cadd5 (l1, l2, l4) l2 ∈ C

Cadd6 (l1, l2, l4) l2 ∈ A

Cadd4 (l1, l2, l4) = T4 + CB:incr(l2, l4)+

Cadd8 (l1, l2, s0) s0 = l4 + 2

Cadd5 (l1, l2, l4) = T5 + CC:incr(l2, l4)+

Cadd8 (l1, l2, s0) s0 = l4 + 3

Cadd6 (l1, l2, l4) = T6 + CA:incr(l2, l4)+
Cadd8 (l1, l2, s0) s0 = l4 + 1

Cadd8 (l1, l2, s0) = T8 + Cadd1 (l1, l2, s0)

TBi denotes the sum of the costs of all bytecode
instructions contained in Blocki . For brevity,
as the blocks 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8 have a
single-branched continuation, we merge their
two equations. The cost relation for the ex-
ternal method incr does not include the third
argument since it is an output argument.

7 Conclusions

We have presented an automatic approach to
the cost analysis of Java bytecode, based on
generating at compile-time cost relations for
an input bytecode program. Such relations are
functions of input data which are informative
by themselves about the computational cost,
provided an accurate size analysis is used to
establish relationships between the input ar-
guments. Essentially, the sources of inaccu-
racy in size analysis are: 1) guards depending
(directly of indirectly) on values which are not
handled in the abstraction, e.g., non-integer
values, numeric fields or multidimensional ar-
rays, cyclic data-structures; 2) loss of precision
due to the abstraction of (non-linear) arith-
metic instructions and domain operations like
widening. In such cases, we can still set up cost
relations; however, they might not be useful if
the size relationships are not precise enough.

To the best of our knowledge, our work
presents the first approach to the automatic
cost analysis of Java bytecode. We have im-
plemented a prototype analyzer and shown
some experimental results in [3]. In [4], our
generic framework has been used to infer up-
per bounds on the heap space usage of Java
bytecode programs.



Related work in the context of Java byte-
code includes the work in the MRG project [6],
which can be considered complementary to
ours. MRG focuses on building a proof-
carrying code [19] architecture for ensuring
that bytecode programs are free from run-time
violations of resource bounds.Another related
work is [10], where a resource usage analysis is
presented. Again, this work focuses on mem-
ory consumption and it aims at verifying that
the program executes in bounded memory by
making sure that the program does not cre-
ate new objects inside loops. The analysis has
been certified by proving its correctness using
the Coq proof assistant.
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